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Term: Fall 2012 
Instructor: Rob Gray 
E-mail: rgray@dixie.edu (checked daily)    
Office Number:  HCC 457 
Office Hours:  MWF 11:00-11:50 a.m. (Also by appointment)  
 
Required textbook:  How to Write Anything:  A Guide and Reference with Readings, second 
edition by John J Ruszkiewicz and Jay Dolmage. 
 
Other Required Materials:  Scantrons (2) and Blue Books (1) for exams and in-   
    class writings 
    3-ring binder for portfolio 
 
Course catalog description:  Partially fulfills General Education English requirement.  
Designed to improve students' abilities to read, analyze, and write expository papers. Provides 
opportunities to write and revise a number of essays. Activities, library research, portfolios, 
writing to a style guide, and tests may also be used to prepare students to write college level 
papers. Successful completers (grade C or higher) will be prepared to take ENGL 2010.  
Prerequisite: LIB 1010 (can be taken concurrently); AND English placement score 19 or higher 
OR ENGL 0990 (Grade C or higher and if ENGL 0995 required, Grade C or higher); AND 
Reading placement score 17 or higher OR ENGL 1470 (Grade C or higher)  
 
Departmental/emphasis mission statements and course objectives:  
https://dixie.edu/english/File/ENGL%201010.pdf 
 

 General minimum writing requirements:  
 

Students in this course will:   

 Write a minimum of 4 essays: 

o Two of which must be approximately 5 pages in length (1,250 words). 

o One of which must be at least a 5-page research essay that incorporates a 

sufficient number of credible sources (from such places as the DSC 

Library’s article databases, book catalog, subject-specific encyclopedias, 

and/or Utah’s catalog).    

 Write at least one graded, in-class essay.    

 Write no more than one narrative essay.   

 Engage in opportunities to draft and revise, and receive instructor feedback on 

early drafts (such as non-graded first drafts).   

 Write a total of at least 18 pages over the course of the semester (4500 words).   

 

Instructor assistance:  Please feel free to come by during office hours (posted above) or to 

schedule an appointment with me at another time to discuss your writing.  You may also email 

me regarding questions or problems although I will not edit entire assignments through email 

(specific questions are encouraged).  I check email daily during the week and occasionally on the 

weekends.  However, please don’t wait until right before an assignment is due to email questions 

as I may not answer in time.  I am happy to help students succeed in the class, so don’t be shy 

https://dixie.edu/english/File/ENGL%201010.pdf
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about approaching me. 

 

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) statement:  Students with medical, psychological, 

learning, or other disabilities desiring reasonable academic adjustment, accommodations, or 

auxiliary aids to be successful in this class will need to contact the DISABILITY RESOURCE 

CENTER Coordinator ( Baako Wahabu) for eligibility determination. Proper documentation of 

impairment is required in order to receive services or accommodations. Call 652-7516 to 

schedule appointment to discuss the process. DRC Coordinator determines eligibility for and 

authorizes the provision of services.  

 Student support services:  

 Library  http://library.dixie.edu  

 Testing Center http://new.dixie.edu/testing  

 Writing Center and OWL http://new.dixie.edu/english/dsc_writing_center.php  

 Tutoring Center http://dsc.dixie.edu/tutoring 

 

Dmail: You are required to frequently check your dmail account. Important class and college 

information will be sent to your dmail account, including DSC bills, financial aid/scholarship 

notices, notices of cancelled classes, reminders of important dates and deadlines, and other 

information critical to your success at DSC and in your courses. If you don't know how to access 

your dmail account, go to www.dixie.edu and select "Dmail" from the left column. To locate your 

dmail username and password, go to www.dixie.edu, and click on "Log in to student services" 

(upper right corner). 

 
Academic honesty: This class is set up to give students the greatest chance possible at not only 
passing the class but also at making the most excellent grade they can.  Please do not abuse my 
trust by turning in work that is not your own.  Plagiarism is cheating and will be treated 
seriously.   
 
Composition textbook authors Allyn and Bacon explain that “plagiarism occurs whenever you 
take someone else’s work and pass it off as your own.  Plagiarism has two forms: borrowing 
another person’s ideas without giving credit through proper citation and borrowing another 
writer’s language without giving credit through quotation marks or block indentation” (624).   
 
We will cover “proper citation” strategies during the course of the semester.  Simply remember 
that if you did not come up with the information from personal experiences, then readers need to 
know where the information comes from.  Further, reading on the internet does not count as 
personal experience.  Information from the internet must be properly cited.  All researched 
information must be properly cited for this class using MLA style citation. 
 
For citation information, check in your textbook, access the Dixie State College Research Paper 
Guide at http://dsc.dixie.edu/owl, or reference the MLA Handbook for Writers of Research 
Papers 6

th
 ed by Joseph Gibaldi. 

http://library.dixie.edu/
http://new.dixie.edu/testing
http://new.dixie.edu/english/dsc_writing_center.php
http://dsc.dixie.edu/tutoring
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The Dixie State College Policies and Procedures reads as follows: 

3-34 ACADEMIC DISCIPLINE 

34.1 Cheating: Academic dishonesty in any form will not be tolerated at Dixie State College, 

including but not limited to plagiarism on written assignments, submitting other person's work 

as one's own, and cheating on exams or quizzes. Teachers at Dixie State College may 

discipline students proven guilty of academic dishonesty by: 

34.1.1 Giving a failing grade on the specific assignment where dishonesty occurred, 

34.1.2 Failing the student in the entire course, 

34.1.3 Immediately dismissing and removing the student from the course, and/or 

34.1.4 Referring the student to Student Affairs, a committee which may reprimand, place on 

probation, suspend, and/or expel the student. 

34.2 Disruptive Behavior: Teachers at Dixie State College have the right to manage the 

classroom environment to ensure a good learning climate. Toward this end, teachers (or 

college security) may dismiss and remove disruptive students from individual class activities. If 

a student's behavior continues to disrupt class activities, the teacher may dismiss and cause the 

removal of disruptive students from their course. 

34.3 Student Appeals: Students who believe themselves wrongfully disciplined may appeal 

those disciplinary actions through the standard grievance procedure. (Policy 5-35) 

 
General class policies: Please present yourselves in a polite and professional manner, and I will 
endeavor to do the same.  Disruptive students asked to leave the class will be counted as absent 
for that entire class period and may be deducted a preparation check score. 
 
No eating, no cell phone use, and no unauthorized computer use during class time.  Water bottles 
only, with caps, please. 
 
Course assignments: I will be giving the following assignments/evaluations over the course of 
the semester: 
 

1) Preparation checks: During the semester, I will give 24 preparation checks. These will 
normally be unannounced and given at the very beginning of class (If you are tardy, you 
will miss the prep check.). This is my way of controlling attendance. Twenty percent of 
your final grade comes from preparation checks. Class attendance is very important. 
You will not receive an excellent grade without satisfactory attendance and 
participation. I dislike being in the position of deciding whether someone’s excuse for 
an absence is better than another’s and if the excuse justifies the absence. So, other than 
absences related to college functions, there are no excused absences. 
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 Students absent from campus with the sanction of the college will be allowed to make up 
missed in-class work only if the instructor has been consulted and arrangements have 
been made before the scheduled activity.  We will adhere to the policies set out by DSC 
in the “Policies for Absences Related to College Functions.” Except for college-function 
absences, preparation checks cannot be made up.   
 
Attendance means “to attend.”  In other words, students should pay attention and 
participate in class activities.  Those who arrive unprepared, who sleep, who text, who do 
anything other than listen and participate may be deducted a preparation check score for 
the day. 
 
If you stop attending class, it is your responsibility to drop the class before the semester’s 

drop deadline.  This deadline date can be found at the DSC homepage (www.dixie.edu) 

in the left column, under the heading “Quick Links.”  Click on the given semester’s class 

schedule.   For fall 2012, the drop date is Monday, September 10
th

. 

 

Some of the preparation checks may be scores from quizzes, homework assignments, 

take home peer reviews, attendance, or student/teacher conferences. 

 

At the end of the semester, I will drop your four lowest preparation check scores. The 

remaining 20 scores will count for 20 percent of your final grade. 

 

2) Major essays: Over the course of the semester, I will assign four major essays: a 

proposal, a narrative, a report, and an examination essay. The final, polished draft of each 

essay will be worth 50 points. These final drafts should represent your best work.  

 

Together, we will work through each step of the writing process: from brainstorming to 

final draft and publication. Each step will be graded separately as part of the preparation 

check or process portfolio grade, but the final drafts of the essays will count for 20 

percent of your total grade. 

 

Your first essay, the proposal, will be three pages in length. The narrative will be five 

pages, and the report essay will be a five-page research essay written in MLA style with 

appropriate citations. I will give a two or three page examination essay during finals. We 

will further discuss these essays in class. 

 
Letter grades on the final draft of essays will be assigned according to the following criteria: 
 
“A” Paper 
 
Perhaps the principle characteristic of the “A” paper is its rich content.  Some people describe 
that content as “meaty,” others as “dense,” still others as “packed.”  The information delivered is 
such that one feels significantly taught by the author, sentence after sentence, paragraph after 
paragraph.  The “A” paper is also marked by stylistic finesse: the title and opening paragraph are 
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engaging; the transitions are artful; the phrasing is tight, fresh, and highly specific.  The “A” 
paper, because of its careful organization and development, imparts a feeling of wholeness and 
unusual clarity.  Sources will be well documented.  Student presents the paper professionally and 
in proper MLA format. 
 
“B” Paper 
 
This paper is significantly more than competent.  Besides being almost free of mechanical errors, 
the “B” paper delivers substantial information–that is, substantial in both quantity and interest-
value.  Its specific points are logically ordered, well developed, and unified around a clear 
organizing principle that is apparent early in the paper.  The opening paragraph draws the reader 
in; the closing paragraph is both conclusive and thematically related to the opening.  The 
transitions between the paragraphs are for the most part smooth; the sentence structures are 
pleasingly varied.  The diction of the “B” paper is typically much more concise and precise than 
that found in the “C” paper.  Occasionally, this diction even shows finesse and memorability.  
Work is presented professionally, and MLA format is followed. 
 
“C” Paper 
 
This paper is generally competent; it meets the assignment, has few mechanical errors, and is 
reasonably well-organized and developed.  The actual information it delivers, however, seems 
thin and commonplace.  One reason for that impression is that the ideas are typically cast in the 
form of vague generalizations that prompt the confused reader to ask marginally: “In every 
case?”  “Exactly how large?” “Why?”  “But how many?”  Stylistically, the “C” paper has other 
shortcomings as well: the opening paragraph does little to draw the reader in; the final paragraph 
offers only a perfunctory wrap-up; the transitions between paragraphs are often bumpy; the 
sentences, besides being a bit choppy, tend to follow predictable (hence monotonous) subject-
verb-object patterns; and the diction is marred by repetitions, redundancy, and imprecision.  
Sources are documented in MLA format but are presented in a stylistically uncertain manner.  
The “C” paper, then, while it gets the job done, lacks both imagination and intellectual rigor.   
 
“D” Papers 
 
Papers that reflect a less than average level of effort or accomplishment.  The papers do not respond well 
to the particular assignment, have numerous mechanical errors, and are poorly organized.  Writing seems 
perfunctory–not well thought out.  Sentences do not progress in a logical order or do not follow accepted 
sentence structures.  Student relies heavily upon clichès, slang, double-talk, or jargon.  Student did not 
follow conventions of punctuation, grammar, and spelling.  Paragraphs are not well developed.  Ideas are 
not well supported.  Student has not documented sources properly. MLA or APA use may be ineffective, 
inconsistent, or simply incorrect. 
 
“F” Papers 
 
Papers may demonstrate no understanding of the concepts.  Papers may not be well-documented and may 
inadvertently plagiarize.  Papers may not differentiate between information from the source and the 
writer’s own ideas.  Papers may not meet minimum requirements regarding page length, word count, 
number of sources, types of sources.  Papers may be incoherent, to the point where readers cannot get a 
good idea regarding the overall argument or main idea.  Papers may not follow directions.  The 
grammar/mechanical errors may be such that the paper is basically unreadable.   
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0-Plagiarized papers, whether the plagiarism is deliberate or not, will receive a zero and further 
action may be taken by the instructor and the college, according to college policy.  Absence from 
class is not an excuse for accidentally plagiarizing in an essay. This information will be thoroughly 
covered.  If you are confused, it is your responsibility to seek help.  Giving others credit for their ideas is 
an ethical responsibility. 

 

 

3) Minor essays: You will also produce three minor, one-page essays. These will be an 

email, a business letter, and a personal statement/resume. These essays are worth 20 

points each. 

 

4) Oral report: Each student will give a three to five minute oral report about his or her 

research report essay. This report is worth 40 points toward your final grade.  

 

5) Midterm examination: This exam will cover principles covered from the textbook and in-

class discussions during weeks one through seven. The midterm will follow the pattern of 

the quiz preparation checks. The midterm is worth 50 points. 

 

6) Final examination: This exam will follow the pattern of the midterm examination. The 

final is not comprehensive. It will comprise principles learned in weeks eight through 

sixteen. I will give the final on the last regular day of class, and it is worth 50 points. 

 

7) Process portfolio: You will turn your process portfolio in on the last regular day of class. 

This portfolio will include all of your writing for the semester, and accordingly is 

weighted very heavily on your final grade: 40 percent. Your portfolio will include all 

prewriting and/or essay outlines. It will also include a cover sheet, business letter, and all 

your essay drafts and all peer reviews and peer-review worksheets. Finally, your portfolio 

will include your final, polished drafts of major essays one through three. Your portfolio 

will be graded for completion (including all of the semester’s writing) and also for 

improvement (global and local edits) between drafts. This is your opportunity to 

demonstrate the writing process. 

 

***It is absolutely essential that you keep all work completed during the course of 

the semester***  

 

I will not accept drafts in the portfolio that I or your group members have not seen during 

the course of the semester. The process portfolio is worth 400 points. We will talk more 

about it during the first two weeks of class. 
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Point breakdown for the course 

 

Portfolio 400 points 

Prep Checks 200 points 

Major Essays 200 points 

Minor Essays 60 points 

Midterm 50 points 

Final  50 points 

Oral Report 40 points 

____________________ 

Total   1000 points      
  
Overall course grade: Grades of A and B reflect outstanding work overall; they are honor 
grades.  A grade of C is average and indicates that you have completed the requirements 
acceptably. Lower grades indicate a failure to meet minimum requirements.   
 
Students can track their grades on Canvas. 
 

Grading scale for the course 
940-1000 A 
900-939 A- 
870-899 B+ 
830-869 B 
800-829 B- 
770-799 C+ 
730-769 C 
700-729 C- 
670-699 D+ 
630-669 D 
600-629 D- 

599 and below F 
 
  
Late work: The due dates are clearly marked for all assignments on the Tentative Weekly Class 
Schedule below, and/or they will be clearly announced in class. It is very important you turn 
your work in on time. All assignments turned in late (except preparation check assignments, 
which will not be accepted late) will lose one letter grade for each day: One minute to twenty-
four hours=one letter grade off; twenty-four to forty-eight hours= two letter grades off; etc. Late 
essay drafts will lose 10 points per day late, up to 50 points, on your portfolio score. 
 
Portfolios are due the final day of regular class.  If the portfolio is turned in (late) on final exam 
day, 100 points will be deducted from the portfolio score.  
 
 Students MUST turn in all drafts to be eligible to pass the class.  You aren’t allowed to “skip” 
one. 
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No portfolios will be accepted after final exam day.  Missing portfolios will be assigned a zero 
and the student will receive an F for the semester.     
 
Students are responsible for keeping track of assignments and due dates. 
 
Extra credit: Normally I do not allow for extra credit; if you do your best and complete all the 
assignments, you should not need it. However, I place such a high importance on real-world 
publication, that any student willing to submit either a proposal or narrative essay for publication 
will receive an additional 25 points toward his or her final grade. Submissions must be made 
prior to week twelve. We’ll talk more about this in class.  
 
Special note: Mandatory conferences. One student/teacher conference is mandatory.  To get 
credit for attendance, students must arrive at the conference time they sign up for and must 
have turned in the required materials for instructor review beforehand.  I conduct these meetings 
in my office on an individual basis.  Students will lose three preparation check scores (30 
points) for a missed conference.   
 
Do not wait for conferences if you need help; please feel free to meet with me at any time.  I am 
happy to help—just come see me. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tentative weekly class schedule: I reserve the right to change this schedule at any time.  
Specific prep. instructions will be given each class meeting.  Please email me if you miss class, 
and I will update you as to class activities.  Please bring your textbook to every class meeting! 
 

Class date Class activities Homework (I put 
homework/reading on date it 
is ASSIGNED—complete this 
homework for the next class 
period) 

Week 1 
Monday, August 20 

Course description/Pre-test Review the course syllabus for 
prep check on Wednesday 
Bring paper and pencil for 
diagnostic essay 
Purchase textbook 

Wednesday, August 22 Syllabus prep check 
Instructor Introduction 
Diagnostic essay 
 

Prepare peer introduction 

Friday, August 24 Discuss the importance of 
writing well  
Peer introductions 

Read chapters 6 and 19, 
complete chapter 6 worksheet    
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Week 2 
Monday, August 27 

Group work 
Introduce proposal essay 
Pet Peeves 

Read chapters 35 and 40 
Brainstorm 3 or 4 proposal 
topics 

Wednesday, August 29 Writing Center presentation 
Discuss the writing process 
Work in focus groups to 
decide proposal topics 

Choose proposal topic 
Research topic 
Begin outlining and drafting 

Friday, August 31 
 
 
 

Discuss citing 
sources/footnotes 
Work on essays 

Finish rough draft of proposal 
essay 
Bring four copies of rough 
draft to class on Wednesday, 
September 5

th
. 

Week 3  
Monday, September 3 

Holiday 
No class 

 

Wednesday, September 5 Proposal rough draft due (4 
copies)  
Discuss basic essay structure 
Discuss Patel essay 
Discuss peer editing/ Groups 
 

Read and edit peer essays 
Fill out worksheets 

Friday, September 7 
 
 

Peer reviews Revise rough draft of proposal 
essay 
2

nd
 draft due on Monday, 

September 10
th

. 
Week 4 
Monday, September 10 

Proposal 2
nd

 draft due 
Discuss Portfolios 
Grammar discussion 
Discuss active sentence 
construction 
Examples of unclear writing 

Read pages 4-22 of chapter 1 

Wednesday, September 12 
 
 

Discuss narrative essays 
Childhood map exercise 
 

Read narrative handouts 
Brainstorm 3-4 narrative ideas 

Friday, September 14 
 
 

Discuss narrative handouts 
Focus groups for idea 
discussion 

Finish final draft of proposal 
essay 
Proposal essay due Monday, 
September 17

th
. 

Week 5 
Monday, September 17 

Final draft of proposal essay 
due 
Discuss plot, setting and 
characterization 
Video: “Owl Creek” 

Twitter exercise 
Read narrative handout 

Wednesday, September 19 Discuss narrative arc 
Discuss status quo 

Work on rough draft of 
narrative essay 

Friday, September 21 
 
 

Video: Hitchcock 
Discuss rising action 

Finish rough draft of narrative 
Bring 4 copies of rough draft 
on Monday, September 24

th
. 
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Week 6 
Monday, September 24 

Rough draft of narrative 
essay due 
Discuss narrative terms 
Discuss POV 
Discuss dialog 

Read and edit peer essays 
Fill out worksheets 

Wednesday, September 26 Peer reviews Revise rough draft of narrative 
2

nd
 draft due on Friday, 

September 28
th

. 
Friday, September 28 2

nd
 draft of narrative due 

Grammar review 
Discuss extra credit 

Read chapter 37 
 
 

Week 7 
Monday, October 1 

Work on narratives 
 

Revise narrative 

Wednesday, October 3 Discuss showing VS telling 
Discuss falling action and 
resolution 
Video: “Premonition” 

Revise narrative 
Narrative essay final draft 
due Friday, October 5

th
. 

Friday, October 5 
 
 

Final draft of narrative 
essay due 
Midterm review 
Sign up for conferences 

Study for midterm exam 
Purchase Scantron 

Week 8 
Monday, October 8 
 

Midterm exam Read pages 44-60 of Chapter 
2 

Wednesday, October 10 
 

Student teacher conferences  

Friday, October 12 Semester break 
No class 

 

Week 9 
Monday, October 15 

Student teacher conferences 
 
 

 

Wednesday, October 17 Discuss report essays Read chapters 41, 42, and 43 
Friday, October 19 
 

Discuss reading assignment 
 

Read chapters 44, 45, 46, and 
47 
Read Brody report handout 
Brainstorm 3-4 report topics 

Week 10 
Monday, October 22 

Discuss report model 
Discuss reading assignment 
 

 Read chapter 48 and pages 
503-17 and 537-39 of chapter 
44. 

Wednesday, October 24 Library instruction Research and summarize 
Friday, October 26 
 

Library research Research and summarize 

Week 11 
Monday, October 29 

Discuss in-text citations and 
Works Cited page 
Extra credit due 

Work on rough draft of 
research report 
List of 8-10 sources due 
Wednesday, October 31

st
. 
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Wednesday, October 31 List of sources due 
Answer research/citation 
questions 
Work on reports 
 

Finish writing the rough draft 
of the research report 
Bring 4 copies of rough draft 
of research report on 
Friday, November 2

nd
. 

Friday, November 2 
 
 

Rough draft of research 
report due  
Grammar review: puzzling 
word choices 

Complete peer reviews of the 
research report 

Week 12 
Monday, November 5 

Peer review Revise the research report  
2nd draft of research report 
due on Wednesday, 
November 7

th
. 

Wednesday, November 7 Sign up for oral reports 
Sign up for conferences 
Grammar review 
2nd draft due of research 
report essay 

Begin revising research report 
into a professional draft 
 

Friday, November 9 
 
 

Revision exercises 
Discuss oral reports 
Sign up for oral reports 

Continue revision 

Week 13 
Monday, November 12 

Student/instructor conferences Revision 
 

Wednesday, November 14 Student/instructor conferences Revision 
Final professional draft of 
research report due Friday, 
November 16

th
. Prepare oral 

report 
Friday, November 16 Final draft of research 

report due  
Oral reports 

Prepare oral report 
Read chapters 13 and 14 

Week 14 
Monday, November 19 

Oral reports Prepare oral report 
Read chapters 15 and 16 
 

Wednesday, November 21 Holiday 
No class 

 

Friday, November 23 Holiday 
No class 

 

Week 15 
Monday, November 26 

Oral reports 
Discuss emails 
 

Complete assigned email due 
before class on Wednesday, 
November 28

th
. 

Wednesday, November 28 Oral reports 
Email due before class 
Discuss business letters 

Business letter due Friday, 
November 30

th
. 

 
Friday, November 30 
 
 

Oral reports 
Business letter due 
Discuss resumes and personal 

Personal statement/resume 
due Monday, December 3

rd
. 
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statements 
 

Week 16 
Monday, December 3 

Personal statement/resume 
due 
Discuss portfolios 

Prepare portfolio 

Wednesday, December 5 Review for and discuss final 
exams parts 1 and 2 
 

Study for final exam part 1 
Purchase Scantron and Blue 
Book. Portfolio due on 
Friday, December 7

th
. 

 
Friday, December 7 Final exam part 1 

In-class multiple choice  
Bring Scantron 
Departmental post test 
Portfolio due 

Read chapter 9 
Study for final exam part 2 

Final exam 
 
Friday, December 14

th 
from 

10:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. 
 
NOTE: THE FINAL EXAM 
BEGINS LATE 
 

Final exam part 2 
In-class writing 
Bring Blue Book 
 

Students may NOT take the 
final exam early. Please 
schedule your vacation so that 
you can be present. 

 
Other helpful information can be found at http://new.dixie.edu/reg/faculty/?page=Syllabus 
 

http://new.dixie.edu/reg/faculty/?page=Syllabus

